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West Pork Mindarra …. Photo by Rennie Browne

Thought of
the Month . .
MESSAGE TO SMOKERS As you would all be aware it is extremely windy in Hope
Valley so it’s imperative that you extinguish your cigarette butts completely in the
ashtray before you walk away.
On several occasions the ashtray has caught on fire and with the windy conditions in
this area there is always the chance of fire spreading very quickly.
HEAT AWARENESS On hot days make sure you reduce your speed and drive
accordingly, the last thing you want is a blowout and to be changing a tyre in the heat.
We would like to remind everyone to keep up your fluid intake during the hot days.
UNIFORMS It is a requirement of all Marley’s staff to wear company uniforms
whilst operating outside of their vehicles. This is not only to meet our OSH
obligations to you, but also to meet the OSH obligations of our customers and
suppliers to ensure we can continue to keep you safe at all times. As such, whilst
inside your vehicle you can take off your Marley’s long sleeve uniform shirt should
you desire however once outside of you cab you must wear your long sleeve Marley’s
shirt at all times.

Got a photo, appropriate jokes and puzzles, or something else to add to Marley’s Mail, please contact
Marcus:
marcus@marleys.com.au, 9410 4612

SPEEDING Please be aware of the speed limits at various different sites including
Hope Valley. There has been an increase in the number of speed related complaints
in the past month. Speed limits are enforced for the safety of all persons, Marley’s or
otherwise. Your safety is important to Marley’s and it is our goal to get you home
safely everyday.

We pride ourselves on providing a reliable and efficient transport service to our customers.

CBH Corner— SAFETY ALERT Getting
Home Safely
CBH Safety Vision is
Safe Driving Reminders

that we all return home
safely at the end of each
working day.

Kangaroos - Avoid erratic vehicle swerving to miss kangaroos, keep the
vehicle straight and focus on the road.

Happy Birthday to Dec & Jan Babies!
DEREK YOUNGMAN 01-Dec
SCOTT MCKENNA 10-Dec
JAMES COOK 11-Dec
LINCOLN FERGUSON 14-Dec
JOSEPH BARCLAY 17-Dec

Gravel Shoulders - If you drop a wheel off into the gravel shoulder, take
your foot of the accelerator and slow the vehicle down to a safe speed,
allowing you to bring the vehicle safely back onto the road. Don’t react by
overcorrecting. It is a natural tendency to do this, and if you do, you are
likely to lose control of the vehicle, cross over into oncoming traffic and/or
roll the vehicle.

PAUL VALTCHEFF 22-Dec

PPE – A reminder long sleeve shirts and enclosed footwear are mandatory
on all CBH sites. Additional PPE may be required on certain sites if other
works are being conducted such as hard hats, glasses etc.

JASON HILL 08-Jan

MATT MOLLOY 24-Dec
BRETT ROWLAND 27-Dec
LESLEY SIMPSON 04-Jan
MARK GRAY 05-Jan

JOSH DUNN 08-Jan
STEVEN FORBES 10-Jan

Mobile Phones - Are a distraction, put them away in the glove box or boot
to avoid temptation/distraction.
Alcohol - Do not drive if you are under the influence of alcohol.
Overtaking - Only overtake when safe to do so.

LEIGH COOPER 11-Jan
BRAD SHERIDAN 12-Jan
COLIN HALDEN 12-Jan
DAVE PAGE 13-Jan
ANARU TAUTARI 27-Jan

SPONSORS

Marley’s Transport would like to thank all our
Sponsors who donated some wonderful gifts and
prizes for our Christmas Party, they are:










BP –Reliance
Jarc Transport
Phoenix Insurance
Pacific Finance
Autobahn Kwinana
Ejan Communications
Cummins
Rudd—Milwaukee
Kenworth
Blackbox

All incidents which occur on site must be
reported to a Wesfeeds Supervisor as soon as it
happens. If one cannot be found, report the
incident to Marley’s Fleet Scheduler Shane
Gatti who can follow this up. Thank You!
Reminder: You are also required to complete
Marley’s Accident/Incident Report form.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all our
wonderful Staff, Subbies and Suppliers for 2016 and look
forward to working with you all again in 2017.
We pride ourselves on providing a reliable and efficient transport service to our customers.

